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ABSTRACT 

"" FACTORS AFFECTING COMFORT LEVEL AND PERFORMANCE: A COMPARISON 
BETWEEN FOUR DIFFERENT TYPES OF COMPUTER MOUSE 

MOHAMMAD ZABRJ BIN JOHARI 

This study is carried out to assess the usability factors that contribute to the perfonnance and 
comfort level of the users using four types of computer mouse. The factors that are assessed 
are size, shape, weight and function that contribute to perfonnance and comfort. The study 
also aims to look for the best type of computer mouse from the four selected. The sample 
study comprises of 20 randomly chosen students from Universiti Malaysia Sarawak. A 
questionnaire is distributed for the purpose of data collection for this study. The 
questi~naire is self-developed and it functions to measure the respondent's background and 
the computer mouse characteristics that are to be evaluated. A descriptive statistical method 
comprising of percentage and frequency is used to provide a summary for the overall set of 
data and the effects of each characteristics on the perfonnance and comfort level for each 
type of computer mouse. An average mean score analysis is used to determine whether there 
exist~y significant (strong/weak) relationship between each factor with the perfonnance 
and comfort level. The researched findings revealed that size, shape, weight and functions do 
ha~. a strong relationship with perfonnance with the exception of weight for the relation 
with'Corrt"ort level. From the findings ~ well it was revealed that the best type of mouse is 
the-ergonomic optical mouse. 

+
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ABSTRAK 

... 
FACTORS AFFECTING COMFORT LEVEL AND PERFORMANCE: A COMPARISON 

BETWEEN FOUR DIFFERENT TYPES OF COMPUTER MOUSE 

MOHAMMAD ZABRI BIN JOHARI 

Kajian ini dijalankan dengan lujuan unluk menilai Jaktor kebolehgunaan yang menyumbang 
kepada kecekapan and keselesaan penggunaan empal jenis lelikus kompuler. F aktor - Jaklor 
yang dinilai adalah kesan saiz, benluk, beral dan Jungsi yang ada pada lelikus lersebul 
lerhadap kecekapan and keselesaan pengguna. Kajian ini juga cuba menilai lelikus jenis 
manakah yang lerbaik di anlara empal jenis lelikus yang berlainan. Sampel kajian lerdiri 
daripada 20 pelajar Universili Malaysia Sarawak yang dipilih secara rawak. Soal selidik 
lelah fl.ipilih unluk menjadi alai kajian ulama. Borang soal selidik yang direka sendiri ini 
mengandungi lalar belakang responden dan Jaklor - Jaklor lelikus yang dikaji.Kaedah 
slalislik deskriplifyang lerdiri daripadaJrekuensi dan peralusan digunakan un/uk mendapal 
gambaran keseluruhan analisis dan kesan seliap Jaktor lerhadap kecekapan and keselesaan 
pen~ma. Kaedah analisis skor min purala pula diguna unluk menenlukan samada 
wujIJ4ya perkailan (lemahlkuat) anlara seliap Jaklor lersebul lerhadap kecekapan dan 
keselesaan. Hasil kajian mendapali bahawa seliap Jaclor iailll: saiz, benluk, beral and 
Ju~i lelikus memberi kesan yang kual lerhadap kecekapan manakala bagi keselesaan 
penggun. hanya Jaktor beral sahaja yang lidak memberi pengaruh. Hasil kajian juga 
meRdapali daripada empal lelikus; lelikus ergonomik oplikal adalah lelikus yang memenuhi 
kesem~a ciri - ciri yang diperlukan dalam sebuah lelikus yang lerbaik. 

xv 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 


1.0 Intro<iuction to the Computer Mouse 

The Computer mouse was born in the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) in 
1963 and created by the 'father' mouse, Douglas C. Engelbart. It was not until 1964 
that the fu:~t working prototype of the mouse was made to use with a graphical 
user interfac'e (GuI) 'windows'. Engelbart received a patent for the wooden shell 
with two--.p1etal wheels (computer mouse) in 1970, describing it in the patent 
applicatioIl'"as.an "X-Y position indicator for a display system." "It was nicknamed 
the mouse ~ecause the tail came out the end," Engelbart revealed about his 
invention. His version of windows was not considered patentable (no software 
patents were issued at that time), but Engelbart has over 45 other patents to his 
name (Be14s,2002). 

TIl,. oao--... "'-'*' w ~ e..-tt. 
..--__ 30lh ~yQl'l~~. 'Ole. 
e.-.... in • oCaIIIed wooden tIou$ing. ~._.-c:I. elnele __ ..... ,...,-_.. iii>tr** ..~_.~_, 

Figure 1: Image acquired from Mice in the Fast Lane: The Evolution of Computer 
Input Devices website (http://www.p2pr.com/eurlltJ) 

The development of computers nowadays has been rather extensive and is 
still expanding into newer heights. Various innovations in the computer systems, 
peripherals and software are making computers more and more high-ended each 
time a new model comes out, but at the same time the developers try to make it 
easier to use for the customers. One of the peripheral that is making new 
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innovations by the month is the input device that is better known as the computer 
mouse. 

The ct'J'mputer mouse made its mark in the early 60's and has become the 
most popular and recognizable pointing devices, hence making it more common in 
use. Innovations made by developers of the computer mouse are trying to make it 
more and more advanced, both in aesthetics and in functionality. 

There are a variety of computer mouse available on the market. For the 
purpose of this study, four will be assessed. A traditional mouse that has the basic 
functions with nothing else added, a mini mouse that small is size and very light, a 
designer shaped mouse which was created for more aesthetics than functionality, 
and an optical mouse that is designed to many purposes with extra added 
functions. Not all of these mice is user fitting. Each computer mouse will be 
assessed to fin<l,.which mouse is the best. 

This study aims to assess the factors that affect user's comfort level and 
performance when using different types of mouse. The study will also take into 
account the structural aspects of the computer mouse that affect the user's 
performance &~d comfort level. The main question in this research is which type of 
mouse the user (in general) is more comfortable using. 

This No'learch is done solely on the inquisitive need to know what constitutes 
the make lip 'of ~ ergonomic mouse, how would it be able to take in the highest 
regards in fuhc~onality, usability, feel, user performance and aesthetics. 

It is hoped that this study would inspire future researchers to find more 
interesting aspect that can be modified for the computer mouse, unless the 
computer mo\,l~ has become obsolete and replaced by a new, better performing 
pointing device .lf not, then it is hoped that there would be a researcher that would 
dwell deeper in the functionality, usability, aesthetics and unnoted limitations 
from this study. 

1.1 	 Problem Statement 

The various types of computer mouse come with various benefits and 
consequences. Some designs of the computer mouse do not fit both the categories of 
functionality and structural aspects. So users tend to buy a computer mouse 
without regarding what consequences they might face when using it. For example, 
a user buying a mini mouse with later was having the problem of using it because 
the user's palm is too big. 

Each computer mouse, with its own benefits and weakness will be studied on 
the various factors that will determine which is the best. This study aims to assess 
the user's performance and comfort level when using different types of computer 
mouse. The answer to the question which will be sought in this research is whether 
a specific kind of mouse, with its own special features determines the performance 
and the level of comfort of the user using the mouse. 

1.2 	 Objectives of the 

1.2.1 	 General Objectiv 

The general objee 
user's performance and 
mouse; the standard SCI 

an optical mouse. The 
aspect that contributes t 

1.2.2 	 Specific ObjectivE 

Specifically this r l 
level in terms of structur 
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ii). The perfl 
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mouse. 
viii). 	 The com£ 
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1.3 	 Questions ImpoSt 

Some of the questions tha 

i). Is there ru 
when usin 

ii) . Is there al 
wh en usin 

iii). Is there ~ 
weightwht 

iv). Is there a 
functions p 

v). Is there a 
shape whel 

YD. Is there an 
when usin~ 
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1.2 	 Objectives of the Research 

1.2.1 G9IleralObjective 

The general objective of this study is to determine the factors affecting the 
user's performance and comfort level when using the different types of computer 
mouse; the standard scroll mouse, the 'mini' mouse, a designer made mouse, and 
an optical mouse. The aspects that are going to be assessed are the structural 
aspect that contributes to the following factor: usability and functionality. 

1.2.2 Specific Objectives 

Speciiically this research aims to study the user's performance and comfort 
level in terms of structural aspects: 

i) . 	 The performance level with relations to the shape of the computer 
mouse. 

.:)".ll. 	 The performance level with relations to the size of the computer 
mouse...... 

.. m}. , 	 The performance level with relations to the weight of the computer 
mouse. 

iv). 	 The performance level with relations to the functions provided to 
the computer mouse. 
The comfort level with relations to the shape of the computer~.~ 
mouse. 

vi). The comfort level with relations to the size of the computer mouse. 
vii). The comfort level with relations to the weight of the computer 

mouse. 
viii). The comfort level with relations to the functions provided of the 

computer mouse. 

1.3 	 Questions Imposed on the Research 

Some of the questions that arose from this research are: 

i). Is there any relationship between the user's performance and shape 
when using different types of mouse? 

ii). Is there any relationship between the user's performance and size 
when using different types of mouse? 

iiD. Is there any relationship between the user's performance and 
weight when using different types of mouse? 

iv). Is there any relationship between the user's performance and 
functions provided when using different types of mouse? 

v). Is there any relationship between the user's comfort level and 
shape when using different types of mouse? 

vi). Is there any relationship between the user's comfort level and size 
when using different types of mouse? 

3 
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vii). Is there any relationship between the user's comfort level and 
weight when using different types of mouse? 

viii). ",. Is there any relationship between the user's comfort level and 
functions provided when using different types of mouse? 

1.4 	 Research Hypothesis 

This research aims to prove the factors affecting the user's performance and 
comfort level when using different types of mouse. The hypotheses are listed as 
below: 

Ho= 	 There is no significant relationship between the user's performance and 
mouse shape when using different types of mouse. 

Ho = 	 There is no significant relationship between the user's performance and 
mouse size when using different types of mouse. 

\,", 

Ho = 	 There is 'no significant relationship between the user's performance and 
mouseweight when using different types of mouse .- '. 	 , 

Ho = 	 There 'is +110 significant relationship between the user's performance and 
mouse functions provided when using different types of mouse. 

Ho = 	 There is \10 significant relationship between the user's comfort level and 
mouse shape when using different types of mouse . 

Ho = 	 There is no significant relationship between the user's comfort level and 
mouse size when using different types of mouse. 

Ho = There is no significant relationship between the user's comfort level and 
mouse weight when using different types of mouse. 

Ho = There is no significant relationship between the user's comfort level and 
mouse functions provided when using different types of mouse. 

1.5 ' Definitions 

1.5.1 	 Human-Computer Interaction 

Human-Computer Interaction can be defined as a set of processes, dialogues, 
and actions through which a human user employs and interacts with a computer 
[(Baecker & Buxton, 1987), in Preece, 1998]. A more broader and recent definition 
of Human-Computer Interaction is a discipline concerned with the design, 
evaluation and implementation of interactive computing systems for human use 
and with the study of major phenomena surrounding them [(ACM SICGHI, 1992), 
in Preece, 1998]. Human-Computer Interaction is a field studying all aspects of 
interaction happening when the user uses a system or product. 
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1.5.2 Epgonomics 

The Ergonomic factor by definition is the study of work and working 
conditions in order to improve people's efficiency (Oxford Advance Learner's 
Dictionary, 1995). This definition is adapted from the scientific definition that 
explains the relationship of the environment and workplace, the tools and 
machinery that provides a comfort fit to the worker (Lund, 1990). Ergonomics is 
also known as 'a study of how people interact with machines'. A further aim of 
ergonomics is to reduce operator unpredictability, in other words to increase 
reliability (Oborne, 1995). Two of the sub disciplines in Ergonomics are Design and 
Human'Co1?puter Interaction. 

1.5.3 User/Human Performance 

Us~~' or Human Performance the level of ability to operate efficiently in 
regards-t,o a person using something (Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary, 1995). 
In the..conteJtt of this research it is the achievement level in performance of the 
user whel\ using the different types of mouse when given a specific task. 
Performance in this study refers to the quality and productivity level of the user 
when using the computer mouse to the given task. 

, ~ 
1.5.4 Usabllity 

Preece (1998) defines usability as 'a measure of the ease with which a 
system can be learned or used, its safety, effectiveness and efficiency, and the 
attitude of its users towards it. Usability can also be defined as 'One of the three 
main principles in User-Centered-Design. It determines whether the product can 
be used easily or not by users (Norman, 1988). This brings the concept of ease in 
learning, using and what the user might expect when using a computer mouse, and 
the different kind of computer mouse. 

1.5.5 Functionality 

Functionality is referred as by Donald Norman (1988) as the product being 
able to perform its function within is specific limits. For example a stool is for 
sitting only and not for any other purpose. This is the same for the study where the 
functionality of the computer mouse will be tested, whether its serves any other 
function than what it should be. 

1.6 Importance of the Study 

The importance of this study is to evaluate the reliability of the many 
different types computer mouse that is on the market and its effect on the user's 
performance level and comfort level. Since 1964, there are over 50 types of 
computer mouse from many different computer mouse manufacturers. Many of 
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these mouse do not fit 100 percent within the criteria of usability, functionality , 
comfort and aesthetics. 

This stbdy also intends to inform the public of which type of mouse can 
provide the best performance and comfort level. This study also aims to create 
awareness for developers on the importance of ergonomics in the design of the 
computer mouse and not concentrate on the aesthetics and additional functions. 

~. 

.. 	 .. 

, '

Doug E....... (ftQM). .....,01 ... ~MOuN. 
end CkMrrIno 0. Luc:e. ~.•nd CEO 01 LogIiIIcI\. 
Iht WOdd'I r....... ft'IOIIM ma~. "'1" 0IiQlnaI
W'OCIdIrI ..... .,.. .n...,01 Ita............ The 

COt/IfMf!OtIllOU..~_*'~ on 
0IcIImber I , 'H8. .nd logItectlla 8boYt to CIIIebmI 
1M IIMII of .. 2CIO miaonIh mouN. 

Figure 2: Image acquired from Mice in the Fast Lane: The Evolution of Computer 
Input Devices website (http://www.p2pr.com/eurlltJ) 

1.7 Limitations of the Study 

This research will be conducted in the premises of University Malaysia 
Sarawak (UNIMAS), where the study will be conducted locally, Even though the 
study is conducted in the local premises of UNIMAS, the results can also be used in 
the population in general as the test conducted in this study is very general and 
does not require any special ability, 

This study will only use four type of computer mouse, whereas in the market 
there is over 50 kinds of computer mouse. Since the study concentrates on the 
usability, functionality, comfort and aestheticsness it is sufficient that the four 
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the 

the 
four 

types (standard scroll, mini, designer, and ergonomic mouse) are used for the 
study. 

'Phe honesty of the participants in this study may be doubted as well. That is 
why the results of this study depend solely on the honesty of the participants 
themselves. 

1.8 Conceptual Framework 

Figure 5 below shows the conceptual framework that will be examined in 
this study. 

Independent Variables Dependent Variables 

-Shape of mouse ( 
- Size of mouse - Comfort level 

\ ( - Weight of mouse /1-------, ./ ' - Performance level 
~ - Functions provided . . / 

~ .~ 

Figure 3: The conceptual framework of the study 

1.9 Summary 

Th~ ~xtensive research of the computer has lead to the study of creating new 
design for the computer mouse. With the various types of mouse, this research 
aims to asses which type of mouse is best fitted to any user. This research also 
aims to see the significant relationship between the performance and comfort level 
of the user with the shape, size, weight and functions of the computer mouse. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 


2.0 Introduction 

In\ \,his chapter, a collection of literature review is shown for the purpose of 
providing an insight to the current study based on previous works by other 
researchers. Besides that, there are explanations to theories that are related and 
will bE! u~ed In the study. 

.. 
2.1 Related Theories 

2.1.1 Mlil"Machine Systems 

A man-machine system describes the interaction of man with the machine. 
By linking the machine to the person in this way (and in this direction) a 
relationship is established between the two components, so that the machine 
presents information to the operator via the operator's sensory apparatus to which 
a response may be made in some way - perhaps to alter the machine's state via the 
controls (Oborne, 1995). This study aims to test the fundamentals functions of the 
computer mouse that affects the user's performance and comfort level. 

Environment 
Displays

Perceptual system 
(e g . . eyes) 

............ 
-
Man Machine 

............. 
 -'r 
Effector system Controls 

(e.g. limbs) Environment 

Figure 4: The 'man-machine loop'. The machine displays information to the 
operator who uses controls to affect the machine. The environment can interfere 

with the efficiency of this loop 
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2.1.2 Ergo.no.mics.... 
Ergo.no.mics in a bro.ader sense is the interactio.n between man and the too.ls 

o.r machines that they use at wo.rk o.r in their everyday lives. By definitio.n, 
ergo.no.mics was derived fro.m the Greek wo.rd ergon - wo.rk and nomos - natural 
laws. Ho.wever this term canno.t be classified as a new term as Seminara (1979) 
Po.ints o.ut that it was first used in Po.land by Pro.fesso.r Wo.jciech Jastrzebo.wski in 
an article published in 1857 (Obo.rne, 1995). 

As ergo.no.mics is beco.ming mo.re reco.gnized by the pro.duct develo.ping 
communities, it is essential to be inco.rpo.rated into. any design o.f any pro.duct, no. 
matter if it is physical o.r no.t. Ergo.no.mic o.f today is an amalgam o.f physio.lo.gy, 
anato.my and medicine as o.ne branch; physio.lo.gical and experimental psycho.lo.gy 
as ano.ther; and physics and engineering as a third. 

As stated in Preece's (1998) Human Computer Interaction, the pro.blems 
with designs can be catego.rized as belo.w: 

i) . Peo.ple ~.ry in many fo.rms, 
n). Peo.ple co.me in different shapes and size, 

iii). Peo.ple--co.me fro.m different cultures, 
iv). Peo.p1e 'has'different perspectives fro.m o.ne ano.ther, 
v) . Peo.ple'cOOle fro.m different pro.fessio.ns, 

vi). Peo.ple have different pursuits in life; o.r when using a pro.duct. 
Failure to. o.verco.me this barrier will cause the pro.duct to. cause po.ssibly mo.re 

pro.blems thaf). i\ tries to achieve so.lving. This study attempts to. check the barriers 
o.f the design in the co.mputer mo.use and identify the weaknesses. 

2.1.3 Usability testing 

Ergo.no.mists always seem to evaluate things; where a pro.duct went wrong 
and try to think o.ut the vario.us ways o.f improving that certain pro.duct. Acco.rding 
to. Preece and Keller (1990), usability is referred to. as ho.w easy it is fo.r humans to 
use a certain pro.duct. This clo.sely related to. ho.w the user finds the ease o.f usage 
with the co.mputer mo.use, ho.w the mo.use is presented to the user and how well the 
user can co.pe with the design and perfo.rmance o.f the mo.use. 

To. evaluate usability, it is imperative to. evaluate every aspect and situatio.n 
where the co.mputer mo.use is used by the user and find o.ut where the flaws o.f the 
co.mputer mo.use are and figure o.ut an explanatio.n o.r po.ssible so.lutio.n the 
pro.blem. 

Some o.f the questio.ns that can be used fo.r testing the usability o.f the 
co.mputer mo.use are: 

i). Can the user use the computer mo.use with ease? 
ii). Can the user have a co.ntro.lled grip when using the mo.use? 

iii). Were there erro.rs and how o.ften do.es the error occur when using the 
computer mo.use? 

iv). Is the design o.fthe co.mputer mo.use is causing any disco.mfo.rt to the user? 
v). Can the task appo.inted to the user do.ne in equal time and accurately with 

the use o.f each mo.use? 
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vi). Are each mouse equal in all instances? 
vii). Are there any aspects that can be upgraded or modified with each mouse? 
viii). Is t'here any relationship with the performance level and the motivation (i.e. 

extra functions, design) provided by the use of each computer mouse? 
ix). Is the ergonomic mouse used in the study the best solution the problems 

posed by the other computer mouse? 

2.2 Related Previous Studies 

2.2.1 Control 

Control play an important role in aiding the user to use any given product or 
system effectively. In the case of this study, the control is the computer mouse 
itself. A quality control not only has a level of standard but also allows proper or 
even good interaction with the user. The control item will give a proper feedback to 
the user with respect to the proper instructions given. For example, when the 
mouse is IrlQyed downwards across the mouse pad, the pointer must also follow suit 
indicating it is giving proper feedback. 

Norman (1988) stated that a good control not only is easy to use but is also 
in a forth 'tha~ is understandable and is fit to receive response from the system. 
This is to pr~ent repetitive mistakes. 

On a previous study on the control was done by Tan Wee Meng (1997). He 
stated that most users fail to choose the proper controls. This is why the physical 
control: to",c~ reach and hold must be suitable and in comfort with the user. This 
is to prevent problems happening as in barrier of usage. 

2.2.2 Shape of the Computer Mouse 

In ergonomics, the shape that is studied is in the form of control 
mechanisms. Oborne (1995) stated that shape can have an important influence on 
the way in which an operator uses the control. This in turn, as Oborne stated, 
affects the human posture. In the end, the shape of the control will affect the 
overall performance and comfort level of the users themselves. 

A similar study made on the shape of the computer mouse was conducted by 
Professor Alan Hedge (1999). His study was a comparative study focused on stress 
reduction with the usage of two mice: the Microsoft Computer Mouse and a flatter 
shaped mouse (The Whale Mouse). The study had twenty four (24) samples (twelve 
(12) males and twelve (12) females). The subjects were positions at their own 
comfort level and the handbreadth were measured for standardization. 

The subjects were also given oral instructions on the task provided. The data 
collected include task completion time and error percentage for performance. 
Subjective assessment was made on the comfort level and preference. 

The result of this study revealed that the flatter and adjustable surface of 
the Whale Mouse reduces wrist extensions postural risks associated with mouse 
use. This is based on the fact that the Whale Mouse discourages the movement 
that Hedge called "skating" or "flicking" of mouse movements, which may increase 
the risk of wrist injury. 
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2.2.3 Size and Weight of the Computer Mouse 

Sizes, or control sizes and dimensions clearly need to be related to the 
anthropometric dimensions of the limb used (Oborne, 1995). The size of the control 
mechanisms, in this case the mouse, determines the gripping continuum of the 
control mechanism to the task assigned. If the gripping ability of the control 
mechanism is lowered due to the size, performance and comfort level will be 
affected significantly. 

Oborne (1995) stated that the weight of many controls becomes important 
only when the inertia is enough to cause undue resistance, otherwise the weight 
will be supported by the machine itself. However, some controls are used away 
from a machine (particularly hand-tools) and in these cases the tool's weight may 
obviously play an important part in its effectiveness. This is true when it comes to 
control mechanisms that functions by moving it around. Weight of hand-held tools 
or devices will,ause the performance to be affected. 

On a previous study that was made on the design of six different computer 
mice by Poi~ Isokoski and Roope Raisamo (2002); both scientists stated "ideally 
the shape, ~iie ahd weight of the mice should be varied independently to make it 
easier to fina \he relative contributions of these factors". The factors that were 
referred to are speed and accuracy. 

The study conducted tested six computer mouse of which the shape, size and 
weight were te~rded. The software used for the experiment was of written type: 
C++ and GTK ++. The subjects also given subjective rating on each type of mouse 
that they prefer. The procedure included the usage of standardization from the ISO 
9241 for computer mouse rating scale. Data collected are from the computer mouse 
pairs assessed from the throughput, pointing time and error rate. 

The results of the study showed that the shape, size and weight do have 
significant impact on the performance and error rate made by the subjects. The 
comfort level is also affected by the shape, size and weight of the computer mouse. 

2.2.4 Functions of the Computer Mouse 

- In ergonomics Norman (1988) has defined functions as the characteristics of 
which the users are able to know which part of a product can be operated and how 
it is operated. With adequate functions, the task given to the user will increase the 
performance level and may increase the comfort level of the user as well. 

Shumin Zhai and I. Scott MacKenzie (1998) have written a paper on 
increasing the functionality of the computer mouse. Even though their paper 
concentrates on the increasing the degrees of freedom of the computer mouse for 
3D viewing, their study provides an important view on adding more tactile 
feedback on the functions of the computer mouse, scrolling and zooming 
capabilities. 

They referred the computer mouse as an "old technology". Their paper 
suggested that the new trick that can be added to the computer mouse adding 
three-dimensional properties to the mouse which is available now in several type 
mouse on the market. New innovations for the functions of the computer mouse 
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